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' Mr. PADDOX hoped this  Paper,  which  he believed was  the Grst 
.of the  kind read before the  Institution, would be followed by others 
upon the same subject. There was no want of materials,  for in 
such gas-works as those a t  Nottingham, Liverpool, Glasgow, and 
notably Beckton, Fulham,  and Bromley, might be found examples of 
interesting applications of natural  laws  to  an  extent not to be met 
with  in  the construction of ordinary railways. He should be glad 
to  hear opinions on the comparative merits of ground floors and 
stage floors for retort-houses, on the most suitable form of  roof for 
a retort-house, on the construction of condensers and scrubbers, and 
on the  arrangement of the purifiers on the  ground  as compared 
with purifiers fixed overhead. 

Mr. J. AIRD, Junior,  had seen the works described in  the Paper, 
and  thought  them  as perfect and complete as  any  that could be 
made. The use of timber in  the construction of the  purifying 
house appeared, without some explanation, to be open to ob- 
jections. But  the piles upon which the  building was  constructed 
had to be  driven to a considerable depth,  and upon those  piles it 
might  have been somewhat inconvenient to  put  any  other  than a. 
light  structure such as  that described. I n  gas-works generally, 
however, the use of timber, considering its inflammable character 
and its liability  to decay, would, he  thought, be objectionable 
for such a purpose. The position of the works a t  a  distance 
from Brighton no doubt  gave  greater facilities for obtaining coals, 
&c. ; the  land also was less costly, and  there  was less difficulty  in 
finding accommodation for labour. On the other hand  there was 
increased difficulty in  getting  rid of the coke and  other residual 
products. The question  was an  important one for discussion, but 
he expressed no opinion upon it. With  regard  to  the  relative 
difficulties encountered by engineers 'in  the construction of gas- 
works and railways, in  his opinion, the  latter sometimes pre- 
sented serious difficulties, such as few gas engineers ever had  to 
deal with. 

Mr. BAZALGETTE, C.B., trusted  the discussion would not be  con- 
fined to details, but would  be  directed to points of vital  interest 
to  gas consumers-the cost of production, the  quality of the gas, 
and  the means of getting rid of the products. 

Mr. H. E. JOXES approved entirely of the scrubbers. Most 
exaggerated types of scrubbers had  lately been erected, especially 
in  regard  to  height,  the idea being, he supposed, that  liquor  or 
water could not be thrown too high before treating  the gas with 
it. Mr. Paddon's apparatus provided for the  water being thrown' 
i n  at a moderate  elevation, requiring  little effort of engine power. 
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The difficulty attaching  to  ordinary scrubbers  (which the  Author 
had  not exaggerated) was  to :ensure the equable distribution of 
the  liquor from the top downwards. The scrubbers a t  Portslade 
were convenient,  small, and inexpensive. The best test of their 
efficiency would have been a statement of the  results obtained 
in gallons of liquor of specific strength per ton of coal car- 
bonised. He agreed as  to  the  superiority of retort-houses con- 
structed on the  ground floor for works  on a large scale. With 
an elevated stage  there was not only the  additional cost of con- 
struction (half as much again), but  the expense of lifting  the coals 
in  working;  and  although  the cost of stoking  was less, it was 
questionable whether  that  saving was equal  to  the  interest on the 
extra  capital, especially as  the retort-houses were not  fully OCCU- 

pied exccpt during a short portion of the year. Moreover, unless 
the coke could be readily sold out of the chamber below the 
floor, extra labour; had  to be employed to stack  the coke outside. 
He  was  not prepared to  say  that  in  the case of works where the 
whole retort-house  was used for more than a half  or  third of the 
year, it might  not be  advantageously  constructed on the  stage 
plan ; but  in  ordinary cases that  plan was a ruinous one, entailing 
a burden of capital on the company which  a  small saving  in wages 
would not recoup. The  principal of the roof  of the retort-house 
seemed to  suggest a straight  girder,  in which the expansion would 
not  be provided  for as  in  the  ordinary  gable form of principal  by a 
rise in  the pitch. He should be glad  to know whether  any provision 
had been made to  prevent  thrust upon the side walls in consequence 
of the expansion and contraction of the girder. He had  visited 
the works, and considered them  to show the  hand of a skilful 
workman. The desire had evidently been not to make  fancy works, 
or not to  seek for architectural fame, but  to provide for the most 
profitable manufacture of  $as. 

Mr. HORATIO BROTHERS strongly objected to  the roof  of the  retort- 
house.  On examining  recently a roof of a similar description 
a t  the Western Gas-works, he found it t o  be  simply  a smoke- 
trap, so that on a foggy day  the men could hardly see how to go 
about  their work. He had  to  put dormers in  the roof and open out 
windows in  the wall, to secure ventilation  and  get  rid of the 
smoke. The work had since been carried on much more com- 
fortably. He  thought  the scrubbers  were  inferior to those of Mr. 
Mann,  which  were provided with a distributing  apparatus  at  the top. 
He had found the  latter  extremely effective, and  he did not  think 
there  was  any objection to  their height. I n  his opinion the scrub- 
bers a t  Portslade would not completely free the  gas from ammonia. 
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Mr. R. HARRIS considered the scrubbers novel in construction, 
and possessing considerable advantages;  but  he wished to know 
whether  by  the method employed the whole of the ammonia could 
be removed from the gas. Although clean water was continually 
poured into  the  last vessel, it appeared to  him  that a certain 
amount of ammoniacal liquor  must be left behind. The  test of 
the  value of any  particular form of scrubber  was the  amount of 
liquor of a specific strength produced per ton of coals. There 
were forms of scrubbers in use in which the system of distributing 
water  was so perfect, that  the whole of the ammonia'could be 
removed from the gas. With reference to retort-houses, he pre- 
ferred the ground floor, if there was sufficient room outside, imme- 
diately contiguous to  the house, for the deposition of the coke as it 
was removed. The loss entailed by  the conveyance of gas  along 
mains to a distant  point  was  very  trifling,  either  in  regard  to 
quantity  or qua.lity. 

-Mr. WOODALL thought  the  Author must have been exceedingly 
hard  driven for a site when so awkward a position had been 
selected; and therefore all  the more credit was due to him for 
having constructed  such  admirable works. The  retorts,  he 
thought were best situated on a  stage, as the manufacture had 
to be  carried  on in  all weathers, and it was  extremely incon- 
venient for the men to come out of a hot retort-house with a 
barrow of  coke, and quench it with cold water. There was 
also a considerable saving  in  the  working expenses from not 
having  to wheel the coke to a distance. When it was drawn 
from the  retort it fell into a chamber, and was at  once stored till 
removed; and  as a rule  there  was no necessity for removing it 
till sold. The  additional expense was  only in  the first construc- 
tion, while  the  saving  was constant ; and it did not require a con- 
siderable difference in  the cost of working to make up  the  interest 
on the  additional capital. It was often impossible to  have a 
number of openings from the retort-house, to enable the men to 
leave without passing one another;  and  in  that respect it was a 
decided advantage  to  store  the coke under  the plqce where the 
men  were  working. The scrubbers  were likely  to accomplish 
t,he work for which they were designed in  an effective and 
economical manner. He could hardly  understand  the objection 
to the construction of the roof. Its very capacity was an advan- 
tage ; and  ventilation  was more a matter of design in providing 
for the  inlet  and egress of the  air,  than dependent on the  actual 
form of roof. 

Mr. H. P. STEPHENSON regarded the gas-works a t  Portslade with 
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satisfaction, because t h e  economical problem had been solved, of 
supplying  gas of sixteen candles, a t  3s. 6d. per  thousand, to  pay  the 
maximum dividend to  the shareholders. An important  matter  in 
the construction of gas-works was the  setting of the  retorts,  and 
the work obtained from them. At  the Sydenham works, where  a 
satisfactory result  had been obtained,  there  were through  retorts, 
20 feet long, in beds of seven ovals, 21 inches by 15 inches; 
and  they were charged with such an amount of coal as to pro- 
duce, in twenty-four  hours, 6,200 feet per mouth-piece, on an 
average of six months’ working. That  result (which  he believed 
to be  unequalled) was produccd with 15 per cent. of fuel a t  a chal- 
dron  to  the ton. He  had  always found that a high make per  mouth- 
piece gave a high  rate per tcn.  With a high make per mouth-piece 
there  was a decrease of labour;  and  with a high make per ton  there 
was a more economical working. He believed the circumstance 
that  Parliament  had  driven  the Company into  the  site selected 
would lead to  great economy in working. 

Mr. JABEZ CHURCH considered these  works second to none in 
the kingdom. The construction of a  retort-house on the  ground 
floor was a matter well worthy of consideration. The cost was less, 
and  the workmen were more comfortable. With a large volume of 
heated coke below, much sulphur must be given off in a free state, 
which could not  be  otherwise than  injurious  to  the  health of the 
stokers. It was  formerly the custom to  erect one or  two  high 
chimney-stacks; but  that principle had here been disregarded, 
and  the  plan, now usually followed, of short chimney-shafts had 
been adopted. He had laid down the  rule of 1 inch superficial area 
for  every foot of retort  in  length.  That  rule would apply  very well 
where  there was free space for ventilation, otherwise he  thought 
it would be desirable to have a little more superficial area. He 
could not  regard  the roof as a “ smoke-trap,” but  thought it well 
adapted  to  the position, though it might not be applicable in 
every case, Further information was needed with  regard to the 
scrubbers, for it appeared that 5 per cent. of ammonia still re- 
mained. He believed it was possible to  extract  all  the ammonia; 
and  he  did  not  think  the Gas Referees in London, who kept  the 
engineers fully up to  the mark, would allow 5 per cent.  to 
remain. The removal of these  works  to a distance  was  a  necessity; 
and  the object in selecting the  site  in question no doubt  was 
to allow of access to  the canal, so that  the coal might be un- 
loaded a t  a cheap rate.  Originally  the coal was unloaded a t  
Shoreham, and carted a t  a considerable expense, amounting  to 
5 per cent. of theIinterest on the  capital for the  entire works. 
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He thought  the lessened cost of coal in  the first instance, and 
the facility for unloading without  carting, more than counter- 
balanced the  value of the residual products. Another point of 
importance  was  the  small  amount of leakage from the  arterial 
mains from the works to Hove, which, under  the heavy pressure 
of 24 inches, was  only 1 cubic foot in five hours. That seemed 
to  him  to be the perfection of mainlaying. Where  the leakage 
was excessive, there was of course so much loss to  the revcnue. 
With  regard  to  the  illuminating power, the first experiments a t  
;the works  gave 14.61 candles; at  the  station  at Hove it was 
14-45 candles;  and a t  a still  farther  range  at  Lancing it was 
14-14 candles; so that  the loss was not  worth consideration, 
notwithstanding  the distance  traversed. 

Mr. A. F. WILSON deemed the  arrangements of the works to be 
very complete; but  he should like  to know the cost, not only of 
the  entire works, but of the separate  parts. The manufacture of 
gas had,  no doubt, been greatly improved of late years ; but too 
many  things were done by  the “ rule of thumb.” The carbonisa- 
tion of coal was  not studied with  the requisite amount of close 
attention, nor was  the  gas reduced to a standard  temperature 
before being purified. He did  not think a large manufacture of 
gas per mouth-piece was necessarily a large manufacture per 
ton of coal. Generally, by overstocking the  retort  the coal was 
not carbonised as it ought  to be, and  the manufacture of gas  per 
ton  was lessened. According to  his experience it was  better  not 
to overstock the retort-to spend a little more for wages rather 
than  to effect a saving per mouth-piece. 

Mr. H. FINLAY said  he had  an experience of twenty years in work- 
ing  retorts on the ground-floor ; but  within  the  last few months 
he  had erected a stage retort-house, on the principle adopted at   the 
works of the Chartered, the  Imperial,  and  other Companies. He 
believed that  small works, making 250 or 300 millions, if there 
was  plenty of room, could be  worked with  greater  advantage  by 
retorts in ground  settings ; but  where  the make  was large  he 
.thought stage  settings were preferable. No doubt the first cost 
was considerable, but  the work  was done more efficiently and 
quickly.  The  retorts were  not so long open, and consequently 
turned  out more gas. In  large works, when cramped for room, 
there  was a difficulty in  working  retorts on the ground-floor. 
During  the  last  two or three years, especially since the School 
Board had been in operation, he  had some difficulty in  getting 
the men to  take  out  the coke a t  all. Within  the  last few weeks 
several men had refused to do so, and  he  was obliged to take  them 
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before the  magistrates, who gave  them  twenty-one days' imprison- 
ment. The fumes to which  allusion had been made had  never 
been objected to;  and he did not think  they were worse than 
the steam from red-hot coke when water was poured upon it. It 
was  fortunate  that  the  site  in question had been selected, as coal 
was thus delivered more cheaply. As to  lifting  the coals, his. 
own case was  this.  There was one stage house, and one with 
ground  setting. I n  the  lattcr  the  railway  was higher-say 16 
or 17 feet;  in  the former it was about 6 feet, bringing it on a 
level with  the  jetty.  The coals had  to be  lifted, and it did  not 
cost a farthing more to  put  them  into  the  stage house than it did 
to  put  them  in  the house with  the  ground  setting. 

Mr. J. G. C. GODSMAN said  he knew gas-stokers  were strongly 
of opinion that men should not be put to do anything  that 
machinery could accomplish; and  he hoped that contrivances 
would be produced to  prevent men from acting  as mere  beasts of 
burden. 

Mr. CHURCH remarked that  in  the Glasgow works, the difficulty of 
carting coke from the retort-house in  wet  weather  had been readily 
overcome. An iron  truck  containing coke on a  platform was 
lowered by  hydraulic pressure, submerged, drawn  up  again,  and  by 
a  series of tramways  taken  out by horse power. 

Mr. PADDOX, in  reply, said  he had not lost  sight of the possibility 
of conflagration in  employing timber for the purifying-house ; but 
he  thought  the  danger  was  very remote, and he  preferred to  take 
the risk. It could be burned down and  built  up  again  many 
times  with  the difference in cost between the  timber  structure  and 
a more permanent  building. A stage floor for the retort-house 
would have cost S5,OOO additional, and  he could not see where the 
interest of the  honey was to come from. In larger works there 
might be advantages  in connection with  stage floors, but he thought 
their  value  as coke stores had been much overrated. With  regard 
to  the roof  of the retort-house,  he thought more highly of it than 
of anything else in  the works. There was  no resemblance what- 
ever between it and  the roof of the  Western Gas-works, except 
that  they  both  let  out  the smoke at  the top. During  two years 
gas-making the men had never been inconvenienccd by  the smoke, 
and if they  had it would have been quite easy to  enlarge  the 
openings and  let it out.  With  regard  to  the efficiency of the scrub- 
bers, the  average  amount of liquor produced per ton of coals was 
about 20 gallons of 10 oz. strength.  If  he chose to erect  a fourth 
scrubber, he could  easily remove the  remaining ammonia ; but he 
preferred to use a small  quantity of material  in  the bottom of the 
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purifiers, which effectually removed every trace of ammonia. The 
advantage obtained by  these scrubbers was  that 95 per cent of the 
ammonia was removed more cheaply and easily than  by  ordinary 
scrubbers, and  without  the serious  evils  which had 'been described 
as  existing  in  the  ordinary scrubbers. The figures he  had  given 
with  regard to the main-laying were taken  with  great care and 
were perfectly reliable. The works when completed would cost 
about S160 or S170 per million-a rather low figure, he  thought, 
in cornprison  with  other works. Further extensions could be 
made at  the  rate o€ S500 per million, of which S180 would be 
for the producing  works, 580 for gas-holders, and  the  remainder 
for the  distributing apparatus. 
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